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"Auto service, maintenance, and repair is a critical
component of vehicle ownership. Vehicles require regular

maintenance and upkeep to ensure their longevity and use,
and neglecting such responsibilities can result in extremely

costly repairs for consumers."
- Buddy Lo, Automotive Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Auto service, maintenance and repair expenditures tops $172 billion in 2016
• Consumers are wary of shady service providers
• Consumers aren’t proactively scheduling service
• Amenities nice to have but not necessary

Auto service, maintenance, and repair is a critical component of vehicle ownership. Vehicles require
regular maintenance and upkeep to ensure their longevity and use, and neglecting such responsibilities
can result in extremely costly repairs for consumers. Today’s consumers are aware of the necessary
service and maintenance they must perform but are still sensitive regarding pricing.

This report will look at the issues affecting the auto service, maintenance and repair market. In
addition, the report will examine consumer attitudes toward automotive service and maintenance,
attitudes towards service providers, and motivations driving consumer behavior.
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Average age of vehicles on the road remain high
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Nearly four in 10 vehicle owners chose a franchise dealer service center
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Figure 24: Vehicle maintenance behavior, August 2016
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Franchise dealer service customer more likely to proactively schedule service
Figure 27: Vehicle maintenance behavior, by previous service location, August 2016

Independent repair shops create personal bonds with customers
Figure 28: Vehicle maintenance behavior, by previous service location, August 2016

Quality of work is most important for auto service
Figure 29: Factors for choosing a service provider, August 2016
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WiFi, TVs can help pass the time when vehicles are serviced
Figure 33: Preferred amenities, August 2016

Women receptive to rides to and from local shopping centers
Figure 34: Preferred amenities, by gender, August 2016
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WiFi a must add for younger consumers
Figure 35: Preferred amenities, by age, August 2016
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